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Wildlife Biology

The Local Distribution o f Brown-headed Cowbirds Relative to Movement o f Livestock
and a Comparison o f Cowbird Detection Techniques.
Director: Erick Greene
The Brown-headed Cowbird {Molothrus ater) is a brood parasite that has been
implicated in the decline o f some Neotropical songbirds. Cowbirds inpact a songbird’s
reproductive success by removing host eggs when laying a cowbird egg, and by the
cowbird chick’s rapid development and greater size that competes with the songbird’s
chicks. Cowbirds have expanded their range from the Great Plains region to most o f
North America due to recent landscape changes. Researchers are examining cowbirds’
effects on songbird species and ways to reduce parasitism.
In spite o f many studies, little is known about the movement patterns and reproductive
behavior o f cowbirds in the intermountain west. I used radio telemetry to monitor female
cowbirds along the eastern front o f the Rocky Mountains in Montana. In this region
areas where female cowbird lay eggs are large relative to other regions and range from
8.5-632 ha, averaging 159 ha. The monitored female cowbirds always fed near livestock
and generally within 2 km o f their egg-laying area, although some individuals would fly
over 8 km between sites. Cowbirds were generally found on their egg-laying areas
before 10AM, but individuals showed considerable variation. Female cowbirds utilized
riparian sites for nest searching, regardless o f elevation or proximity to cattle. Egg-laying
areas did not change over the course o f a season, even though their feeding areas moved
considerable distances when livestock were moved.
Currently, two methods used for monitoring cowbird populations are point counts and
playback o f female cowbird chatter calls. This study compared the effectiveness o f point
count and playback methods for detecting cowbirds. A five-minute chatter playback
detected more locations with cowbirds than a 5-minte point count, and approximately the
same number o f locations with cowbirds as the 10-minute point count. Even when point
counts and playbacks detected a similar number o f cowbirds, they did not detect cowbirds
at the same points. This difference could be due to mobile cowbirds moving in and out o f
the area or that the two methods detect cowbirds exhibiting different behaviors. Results
from this study recommend using point counts and playbacks together to detect cowbirds.
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T he Spatial and Tem poral D istribution o f B row n-headed C ow birds
R elative to M ovem ent Patterns o f Livestock in M ontana

Jennifer Jolivette Lair

ABSTRA CT

The Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater) is a brood parasite that has been
implicated in the decline o f some Neotropical songbirds. In spite o f many studies,
especially in the Midwest and California, surprisingly little is known about the movement
patterns and reproductive behavior o f Brown-headed Cowbirds in the intermountain west.
A previous model o f cowbird distribution suggests that cowbirds may be present in almost
all breeding habitat o f a shrub and riparian nesting songbird in Montana. I used radio
telemetry to monitor female cowbirds along the eastern front o f the Rocky Mountains in
Montana. I found that in this region female cowbird egg-laying areas are large relative to
other regions in N orth America and range from 8.5-632 ha, averaging 159 ha. Total home
range areas for female cowbirds spanned from 43-1523 ha with a mean o f 525 ha. The
female cowbirds monitored in this study always fed near livestock and generally within 2
km o f their egg-laying area, although some individuals would fly over 8 km between
feeding and egg-laying sites. Cowbirds were generally found on their egg-laying areas
before 10AM, but individuals showed considerable variation. Females did not hold
exclusive territories, and both monitored birds and females without transmitters were more
abundant in riparian areas than aspen stands, even though host density and composition
was similar between these areas. Female cowbirds utilized most available riparian sites for
nest searching as predicted by the model, regardless o f elevation or proximity to cattle.
Cowbirds were never observed using grassland habitat for nest searching. Egg-laying
areas did not change over the course o f a season, even though females followed livestock
considerable distances to feed.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Many species o f Neotropical migrant songbirds have been declining in recent
years, and these declines have been attributed to many causes, including parasitization and
egg predation by the Brown-headed Cowbird {Molothrus ater) (Brittingham and Temple
1983). Cowbird distribution and parasitism have been extensively studied in the
midwestem and eastern U.S., but less research has been conducted in western landscapes.
Much attention is now being focused on the importance o f western riparian areas to
songbirds. These riparian habitats tend to be surrounded by more arid and open
vegetation, such as grasslands and scrub (Sedgewick and Knopf 1987), and are important
nesting areas for many songbirds. This high concentration o f songbirds provides many
host nests for the cowbird to parasitize, and parasitization rates can be extremely high in
these critical areas (Schweitzer et al. 1998). In some highly parasitized areas, cowbirds are
being removed to protect the few remaining breeding populations o f endangered birds
(Robinson et al. 1995). But cowbird trapping is a temporary and time-consuming solution
to reduce local parasitization, and cannot be used to solve the problem on a broad scale.
Instead, we need to* understand why cowbirds are able to exploit these important songbird
nesting areas in order to find ways to protect them.
Brown-headed cowbirds have many unique life history characteristics and
behaviors that enable them to be so successful at parasitizing multiple hosts. Cowbirds are
brood parasitic generalists, and lay one or more eggs into the nest o f over 220 host species
o f songbirds, often puncturing or removing one or more host eggs in the process
(Friedmann and Kiff 1985). A female cowbird lays between 5-100 eggs per season,
earning them the nickname “passerine chicken” (Scott and Ankney 1983, Smith and
Rothstein 2000). Although there is no parental care, the energy needed to lay so many
eggs probably results in high female mortality and leaves the population sex ratio skewed
towards males (Darley 1971). Cowbirds have a unique temporal and spatial division o f
feeding and egg-laying activities. Females generally search for potential host nests to
parasitize during the morning hours, alone or with their mates, in ranges that are
sometimes defended fi*om other female cowbirds. In the afternoon, cowbirds o f both
sexes tend to form flocks and feed communally, usually in a place separate fi'om their

momiag egg-laying range. Cowbird chicks develop quickly, often hatching first and out
competing the host’s own chicks for food. In the case of many small passerines, aU or
most o f the hosts’ own chicks perish at the expense o f the cowbird chick. Cowbirds don’t
fare as well in larger songbirds’ nests, such as red-winged blackbirds, where they must
compete with equal or larger nest mates. A few hosts, such as the robin, have developed
the ability to identify and reject cowbirds eggs. But most hosts fall victim to raising
cowbird chicks.
Cowbirds are highly mobile, and will utilize egg-laying areas over 7-12 km from
their feeding areas (Rothstein et al. 1984, Curson et al. 2000). Riparian areas in the
intermountain west tend to be naturally isolated and fragmented by surrounding vegetation
and land use. Using relatively conservative estimates o f the distance cowbirds will travel
from feeding areas to preferred egg-laying areas (riparian and small clumps o f deciduous
trees and shrubs), cowbirds have the potential to be parasitizing much o f the prime
songbird breeding habitat in the entire state o f Montana (Greene et al. 1999).
Cowbird behaviors are flexible, and many studies across North America have
found regional variation in abundance, mating systems, parasitization rates, and other
natural history characteristics (Robinson et al. 1995). Given their impact on many western
songbirds and their prevalence in western landscapes, it is important to understand
cowbird behaviors in the west and how they differ from cowbirds in other regions. Some
recent studies have found that landscape use by cowbirds in the west is different than
previously described in other areas o f North America. In Montana, Tewksbury et al.
(1998) found that cowbird parasitism is not strongly predicted by forest cover as it is in
the Midwest (Donovan et al. 2000, Robinson et al. 2000), but rather is determined more
by proximity to human development and host density. A study in New Mexico found that
while cowbird parasitism was highest close to human disturbance and cattle, it was
unrelated to habitat type or host density (Goguen and Mathews 2000). Even among the
few studies that have been conducted in the west there are conflicting results, suggesting
much regional variation in cowbird behavior. This has prompted a call for more studies on
cowbird behavior in the intermountain west (Morrison et al. 1999).
Improving technology has allowed us to expand our information on cowbirds.

One o f the best ways to gather information on widely ranging individuals is by using radio
telemetry. Recently, the weight o f transmitters has gone down and their battery life has
increased, allowing researchers to follow individuals and gather more than just a snapshot
o f cowbird behavior. One important question that can be examined using radio telemetry
techniques is whether cowbirds follow moving sources o f food, much like their ancestors
might have followed the migrating bison across the Great Plains.
Bison used to move in vast herds across the Great Plains, making very large
migrations every year. Many researchers believe that cowbirds followed bison throughout
the year, feeding on invertebrates and seeds disturbed by the vast herds (Mayfield 1965).
If cowbirds were linked closely to bison, they would have had to migrate with the bison
without maintaining egg-laying areas as they do in present systems, or they would have
had to find new feeding areas throughout the breeding season. A cowbird’s ability to lay
an egg and leave its young in the care o f another bird seems a useful adaptation to
following a widely ranging and quickly moving food source. In that case, the current
system o f females establishing egg-laying areas and returning to them daily and even year
after year may be an adaptation to sedentary, permanent food sources that European
settlers have provided. On the other hand, cowbirds may not be dependant on large
grazers for food, and the flexibility and variation that we see across the continent may be
an ancestral flexibility to feed fi*om a variety o f sources opportunistically as they come into
range o f their egg laying area.
The current pattern o f livestock grazing in the west is similar to a local-scale
version o f the historic bison grazing pattern that cowbirds evolved with on the plains.
Much o f the grazing land in central and eastern Montana is dry and sparse, and cattle must
roam over a large area to forage. This results in cows being much more spread out and in
larger enclosures than in eastern feedlots and pastures. In the west, livestock often are
moved from enclosure to enclosure across the landscape over the course o f a summer.
When cattle are moved away fi*om a cowbird's egg-laying area there are different ways in
which she may respond. She could find a new feeding source near her current egg-laying
area, commute further to maintain both her feeding and current egg-laying areas, or
continue feeding with same livestock and shift her egg-laying area to a new place.

Understanding how cowbirds respond to movements o f the livestock they feed with is a
timely management issue. In order to protect songbird nesting areas we must not only
maintain the habitat, but also minimize cowbird parasitism by removing cowbird feeding
sources from a larger area. Minimizing cowbird parasitism by removing cattle from the
vicinity o f key songbird nesting areas has been proposed (Goguen and Mathews 1999),
even though the size o f the area from which cattle need to be removed has yet to be
examined.
To estimate the risk o f parasitism to a widely distributed host, the Lazuli Bunting
{Passerina amoena), on a very broad landscape scale, my colleagues and I developed a
GIS model for all o f Montana (Greene et al. 1999). This model identified Lazuli bunting
breeding habitat in Montana based on vegetation (riparian, shrub, open forest and recent
bums) and slope. We then estimated the amount o f bunting breeding habitat that would
be occupied by cowbirds, assuming that cowbirds will occupy egg-laying areas in these
riparian and shrubby habitats located a conservative 4500 meters from feeding areas
(urban, agricultural, and grassland) (Figure 1). Overall, 98.5% o f potential Lazuli Bunting
habitat in all o f Montana was predicted to be at risk for cowbird parasitism. Parasitism by
cowbirds can be devastating to Lazuli Buntings, and about 90% o f nests that fledge a
cowbird chick will not fledge any bunting chicks (Greene 1999). Along the Eastern Front
o f the Rocky Mountains (Figure 2), all the riparian areas and shrub were identified at high
risk o f cowbird parasitism. With this conservative estimate o f cowbird presence, it is very
important to understand how cowbirds behave in these linear riparian areas, and if the
threat to songbird reproduction is really as bad as predicted.
While this model predicts that there are cowbirds virtually everywhere, there may
be factors on a local scale that influence where the cowbirds are. Even though many areas
in the west are grazed, forage productivity is lower than pastures in the eastern North
America. Cows are spread over a larger area, and are often moved throughout the season.
In a way, this may be closer to the cowbird^s ancestral condition o f following moving
herds than the constant food source available in the lusher Midwest pastures and feedlots
where cows remain fairly stationary. Because livestock are patchily distributed over the
landscape at any point in time, cowbirds may be choosing egg-laying areas based on

proximity to feeding areas. Parts o f the landscape that are not grazed until the end o f the
breeding season may attract fewer cowbirds that areas that have livestock present as an
easy food source when cowbirds set up their egg-laying range.
Herein I describe my examination o f cowbird behaviors during the 1999 breeding
season on the Eastern Front o f the Rocky Mountains in Montana. I examined the size and
overlap o f egg-laying areas, the influence o f host species number and diversity on cowbird
distribution, and cowbird feeding behaviors. I also investigated whether cowbirds
changed their feeding behavior or egg-laying locations over the course o f the breeding
season in Montana. Cowbird presence was also noted to ground-truth the predictions for
this area o f the Greene et al. (1999) model.

M ETHODS
Research was conducted in 1998 and 1999 at the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
Ranch (TRMR) and the adjacent Lewis and Clark National Forest, near Dupuyer,
Montana. This 1680 ha ranch is located along the Eastern Front o f the Rocky Mountains,
at the transition from mountains to plains. Habitats include riparian areas, mainly
consisting o f cottonwood {Populus spp.) and willow (Salix spp) surrounding small creeks.
Bunchgrass prairie, hay meadows, and alfalfa fields cover bottomlands and hillsides.
Ridge tops between the small drainages are sparsely covered with limber pine (Pinus
flexilis) and aspen {Populus tremuloides) stands. The elevation ranges between 45006500 feet.
The Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch is an active cattle ranch owned by the
Boone and Crockett Club and co-managed with the University o f Montana for wildlife
research. The cattle were kept in the corrals and lower pastures at the northeastern comer
o f the ranch (Figure 3) until May 22, when they were gradually moved up the drainages
(westward) through the early summer before being released in the higher elevation forest
o f the Lewis and Clark National Forest in mid-July.

R adio Telem etry
The first cowbirds o f the 1999 season were observed on the TRMR on May 9.
Cowbirds were trapped around the cattle corrals from May 17 through July 14, 1999
using two modified Australian Crow traps and mist nets. Cowbirds were removed from
the traps, measured and banded with USFWS metal bands and colored leg bands. Most
females were fitted with a 2 gram radio transmitter (AVM model SM I), attached with a
Rappole harness around their legs (Rappole and Tipton 1991). Females were placed back
in the traps for at least an hour for observation to make sure that the harness fit correctly.
After June 7, additional females were netted on their morning egg-laying area by drawing
them into mist nests using a female chatter playback and a female cowbird model. These
females were banded and fitted with a transmitter, then released. A total o f 23 females
were fitted with transmitters.

N o females were known to lose their transmitter, but several had transmitters that
ceased working, either due to battery failure or loss o f the antenna. I attempted to
recapture those females and replace the defective transmitter. A few females bit off their
antennae, possibly because the antenna became trapped in foliage (pers. obser.). These
antennae were replaced with heavier gauge (x30) antennae that the birds could not bite
through and were too stiff to wrap around vegetation. Two females were discovered
dead, and their transmitters were recovered in a pile o f plucked feathers, suggesting that
they were killed by raptors. Five birds trapped at the corrals between May 21 and May 27
were located for only a day or two before disappearing, suggesting that these females may
have still been migrating through the area.
One assistant and I relocated birds fitted with transmitters fi'om 25 May to 20 July,
when all cowbirds synchronously left the study area and surrounding areas. Bird locations
were determined by taking two simultaneous bearings fi’om known locations. When
possible, we followed signals to visually locate the bird. When a visual was obtained we
noted the behavior and exact location o f the bird. We stratified our tracking efforts to try
to get the same number o f locations throughout the day for each bird. Locations for each
individual were recorded at least 45 minutes apart, unless the female moved a considerable
distance and her locations could be considered independent (e.g. fi'om her egg-laying area
to a completely separate feeding area). All bird locations and triangulation points were
recorded on a Trimble GeoExplorer GPS unit and were differentially corrected.
Egg-laying locations were defined as locations without cattle or any evidence o f
feeding cowbirds, and cowbirds were usually found in these areas during the morning
hours. Feeding areas were defined as locations within or adjacent to grazing livestock, in
open areas where livestock had recently been found (e.g. corrals or recently grazed fields),
or places where cowbirds were observed feeding. Roosting locations were defined as
locations after dark but before 4 AM. Female cowbirds often leave roosting areas before
sunrise (Scott 1991, N eudorf and Sealy 1994, Burhans 2000), so early morning locations
were not considered to t>e roosting locations.
Triangulation locations were determined using a SAS program fi’om White and
Garrott (1990), and analyzed in Arc View. Unless otherwise noted, all telemetry results

are based on the movements o f the 10 female cowbirds who had more than 40 locations
each. The size o f each female’s egg-laying area was determined used the Animal
Movement Extension using a 95% kernel (Hooge and Eichenlaub 1997).
While checking traps and searching for transmittered females, I recorded the sex
ratios o f feeding flocks using binoculars and a spotting scope

P oin t C o u n ts

Point counts were conducted in 1999 to determine the presence and abundance o f
cowbirds and their hosts along riparian areas, aspen stands, and grassland habitat. Ten
minute, 50 meter fixed radius point counts were conducted at points at least 200 meters
apart (Vemer 1985). Point counts were divided into 0-5 and 5-10 minute segments. Any
birds flushed fi-om the 50 meter radius by approaching observers were included in the
point count. Immediately following the point count, a female cowbird chatter call was
played for 5 minutes and the presence and behavior o f cowbirds was recorded. Point
counts in riparian areas were repeated three times throughout the season (late May, mid
June, early July), while the aspen and grassland sites were visited twice (mid June and
early July). The riparian point counts were grouped into 4 areas, labeled Corrals, Low,
Middle, and High. Each area consisted o f 6 point count locations. The first set o f 6 point
counts started in the riparian area nearest the corrals (Corrals), then the next three sets
were located upstream (west) with the last set located in Forest Service land (High),
which was the furthest from the cows at the beginning o f the season and the highest in
elevation.
For each point count 1 analyzed the data by grouping the birds according to the
degree to which they are parasitized by cowbirds. The all potential hosts group (hereafter
known as “hosts”) includes all species o f birds detected that are known to have cowbird
eggs laid in their nests or to raise cowbirds according to Friedmann and Kiff (1985). The
good hosts group is the subset o f the host group that usually raises cowbirds to fledging,
most which have been documented raising cowbirds in M ontana (Tewksbury et al. 1998).
The good hosts group excludes known rejecter species, birds that do not use open cup
nests, and birds that do not feed their young insects. For each point count both the

number o f host and good host species were calculated as well as the number o f host and
good host individuals that were detected. These numbers were compared between sites
and habitat types using a Mann-Whitney-U test o f means to determine if there are
differences in the number and diversity o f hosts. A list o f host and good host species are
found in Table 1. Mann-Whitney-U tests were used to compare the number o f cowbirds
and the number o f female cowbirds between point counts. These results were compared
to determine if cowbirds are choosing egg-laying areas based on the number o f potential
hosts or host species present.

C ow bird Feeding Areas
In 1998, feeding transects were conducted at the TRMR to determine where
cowbirds feed on the ranch. Fifteen transects varying in length from 0.5 km to 2 km were
selected on the ranch to cover different habitats, including riparian, open limber pine,
aspen stands, and grass/shrub land both with and without livestock. One observer walked
along the transect, scanning and recording any cowbird locations and activity. Transects
occurred between noon and 4PM MST between June 14-19, the height o f the cowbird
breeding season.

10

RESULTS

C ow b ird Sex R atio and Territoriality

Among groups o f feeding cowbirds, I recorded an overall sex ratio o f L 8:l
(male:females). O f the 2 51 birds I trapped and marked, there was an even stronger male
bias o f 2.75:1. This may reflect a difference in the trapability o f each sex, as several
unmarked females were observed feeding with marked males around the traps that were
never caught or marked.
Female cowbirds responded to playback o f female chatter calls and a female
cowbird model (Chapter 2). Some females flew aggressively at the model both in their
egg-laying areas and in the corrals at a feeding site. However, many females did not
respond to a female chatter call in their egg-laying area, or briefly investigated the chatter
and then ignored it. Overall, female cowbirds seemed much less aggressive or responsive
to a female chatter call than in the more urban setting o f Missoula, MX (Chapter 2 and
pers. obs. Jolivette Lair and E. Greene).

Fem ale C ow bird E gg-L aying A reas

Telemetry results are based on the analysis o f the 10 female cowbirds with at least
40 locations. Each female was tracked for 27 to 59 days, with a mean o f 37.1 days.
Seven o f these females were trapped while feeding at the corrals, and the other three were
netted in their egg-laying area. The egg-laying areas o f these ten females ranged in size
from 8.5 to 632 ha (mean = 1 5 9 ha, 95% Kernel). Female egg-laying areas were located
in riparian areas (Figure 4) with the exception o f two females (#32, #72) whose egg-laying
areas encompassed aspen stands. Egg-laying areas were a smaller subset o f their total
home range area, which included feeding, egg-laying, and roosting locations.
These results were not biased by selectively trapping birds in riparian areas, as
most females were trapped while feeding at the corrals. Figure 5 shows the egg-laying
locations o f all females trapped at the corrals that were fitted with transmitters (including
females that were not used for range analysis because they had less than 40 locations). O f
these thirteen females, all but one (#172) were located along the riparian areas while #172
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was located primarily in aspen stands. These birds were highly mobile, and the furthest
location o f these trap-caught females was almost 7 kilometers away. Within this area
additional aspen, limber pine, and grassland areas were available but not utilized by the
transmittered birds.
Cowbird home ranges ranged from 43-1523 ha, with a mean o f 525 ha. Home
range size for cowbirds can be deceiving, as cowbirds use only small, discreet areas o f
their range and fly long distances among these utilized areas. Total home range size does
provide an idea o f the area these birds are covering and could potentially use, and shows
the contrast to other breeding songbirds who use nesting areas which are much smaller.
To determine if females changed their egg-laying areas as cattle were moved
during the breeding season, each female’s egg-laying location was broken up into four
time periods based on dates o f cow movement (examples o f two females are seen in
Figure 6 and Figure 7). In these maps, egg-laying locations are triangles and their colors
refer to one o f the four time periods (Note: individual females may not have been located
in their egg-laying area during each time period). The yellow shape is the egg-laying area
o f the female using the 95% kernel. These egg-laying location subsets o f all females were
overlapped and showed no major location shift in any direction. Female cowbirds’ egglaying areas remained constant throughout the season, and did not change as cattle moved
towards or away from their egg-laying area.
Female egg-laying areas were not exclusive, and females were located within other
transmittered females egg-laying areas (Fig 4). I was unable to trap all females seen in the
riparian areas surrounding the corral, so there were undoubtedly additional females using
the same areas for their egg-laying areas. While some females did act aggressively to
female chatter playbacks and models, there was no evidence that females defend exclusive
egg-laying areas.
Although no nest searching was conducted, the date that female cowbirds started
laying eggs can be extrapolated back from when the first juvenile cowbirds were observed.
Juveniles were first seen on July 8, feeding with a flock o f adult cowbirds among a herd o f
cows. Using a development schedule from Vemer and Ritter (1983), it takes an average
o f 46 days for a cowbird egg to develop into an independent juvenile. This 46 day
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estimate is comprised o f 2 days for the completion o f the clutch for incubation to begin, 12
days o f incubation, and 32 days from hatching to independence (Vemer and Ritter 1983).
This means that the female cowbirds were starting to lay eggs around May 23, when the
first females were fitted with transmitters. Therefore we conclude that all telemetry
locations were recorded during the breeding season.

F em ale C ow bird F eeding Areas

The 1998 feeding transects covered 15.5 km and located 11 groups o f feeding
cowbirds. All 11 groups were feeding directly with cattle in open grassland areas. These
observations were consistent with 1999 observations when all feeding cowbirds on the
TRMR were seen exclusively with livestock or in areas that had recently contained
livestock (such as corrals). Thus the location o f cattle was a good predictor o f feeding
cowbirds. Figure 8 shows the feeding locations o f 19 monitored female cowbirds
(including those with few locations after being fitted with a transmitter). Their distribution
is clumped, and corresponds with the herds o f cows. While females were generally alone
or with a few males in their egg-laying areas, they usually fed in groups o f multiple male
and female cowbirds.
In 1999, six o f the ten transmittered females with the most locations fed within or
immediately adjacent to their egg-laying area with livestock. O f the four that often
traveled away from their egg-laying area to feed, three did not have cattle close to their
egg-laying area. One female (#42) did have cattle adjacent to her egg-laying area where
other transmittered females fed. However, she never fed with these nearby livestock.
Instead, she almost always flew away from the adjacent cows and fed approximately 1 km
away at the corrals where she was originally trapped (Figure 7).
The corrals continued to be a popular feeding site throughout the breeding season.
The herd o f cattle was moved out o f the corrals in late May, but one orphaned calf and
four ranch horses remained near the corrals for the duration o f the summer. Groups o f
10-40 cowbirds continued to feed in paddocks that did not have any animals in them for
almost a month and a half after the cattle were removed. There was a large amount o f
manure in these pens, and cowbirds picked at this all summer, presumably finding grain or
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invertebrates. This was the only site that continued to have cowbirds feeding more than a
day after the livestock were removed, and I assume the large concentration o f manure was
the attract ant. A smaller number o f cowbirds fed with the horses. The two traps
remained baited during the study, and continued to attract small numbers o f birds. Two
transmittered females were trapped several times, but other females that continued to feed
in the corrals avoided the traps and were never marked.
All ten females fed with more than one group o f livestock. Eight o f the ten
females fed at more than one livestock or corral area located at least 1 km away fi'om each
other. The females traveled an average o f 1.4 kilometers fi'om their egg-laying area to
their feeding area, with individual trips ranging fi'om 0.04 kilometers (within or adjacent to
their egg-laying area) to 8.1 kilometers. Most movements were less than 2 kilometers,
with 52% o f movements less than 1 kilometer, and 81% less than 2 kilometers (Fig 9).
Females had multiple feeding areas during a time period, and also used new
feeding sources as they came available. For example, female #62 fed at the corrals and
with cattle located next to her egg-laying area early in the season (Figure 10). Later in the
season, she stopped feeding at the corrals and fed with the cattle adjacent to her as well as
with a herd several kilometers away to the east. This eastern herd was moved into the
area in late June, and the discovery and use o f the new area occupied by this herd suggests
that females will keep looking for new food sources throughout the summer. Many
females, including #62, were located a single time at several other feeding areas over the
course o f the summer. For some reason these areas did not become regular feeding sites
for these females, but it documents that they were exploring the landscape for additional
feeding sites throughout the breeding season.

T im e split betw een feeding and egg-laying areas

1 found that cowbirds in Montana spent a considerable part o f their mornings
feeding. In one extreme example, a female (#72) that was located 21 times before 10 AM
was confirmed to be feeding during 57% o f these locations, mostly Avith a herd o f cattle
located 1.7 kilometers fi'om her egg-laying area (Table 2). Other cowbirds spent the
majority o f the morning in their egg-laying area (e.g., females 162, 172, 191; Table 2).
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Overall, 21% o f locations before 10 AM were o f females feeding away from their egglaying areas (n=175). If the time split between egg-laying and feeding is moved to 11 AM,
then 25% o f the morning locations for females (n=227) were actually in their feeding
areas. Females were also located moving back and forth between their egg-laying and
feeding areas during a single morning.
There was also some variation in the time o f day females spent in their egg-laying
areas (Table 2). Many monitored females returned to their egg-laying areas in the '
afternoon. The number o f times females were located in their egg-laying areas after
11AM ranged from 0% to 49% o f their locations. On average, 16% o f locations after
11AM were in their egg-laying areas (n=330).
To see if females changed their division o f feeding and egg-laying activities over
the course o f the breeding season, I plotted the percent o f locations before 11 AM that
were o f females feeding. The data was transformed using an arcsine transformation and
the results are ëhown in Figure 11, There was a non-significant trend for females to spend
a greater percentage o f their morning locations feeding as the breeding season progressed.
I also examined the percent o f locations after 11 AM over the course o f the season (Figure
12). There was a significant trend for cowbirds to spend a greater percentage o f their
after 11 AM locations feeding later in the breeding season.

Cow bird Roosting A reas
I located all 10 transmittered cowbirds roosting at least once after dark. Nine out
o f the ten females roosted within their egg-laying area at least once (Figures 6 and 7). The
one female (#191) who was never found roosting within her egg-laying area did roost
within 300 meters o f the edge. Several females roosted in the riparian area near the
corrals, but there was no evidence o f communal roosting among the transmittered birds
since the females were not located there on the same night. M ost roosting locations were
within or near the birds’ egg-laying or feeding area with a single exception. One female
was located roosting three times: once in her egg-laying area and twice over 7 kilometers
away near the corral area. She was never located feeding at the corrals, even though it
was our most frequently monitored feeding area due to its central location.
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C ow birds Detected along R iparian Areas and Relation to Host Species and C attle
The mean number o f cowbirds and the mean number o f female cowbirds detected
during point counts are summarized in Figure 13. Few significant differences were found
when comparing the number o f cowbirds detected during point counts in the four different
riparian areas. There were significantly more cowbirds detected at the middle set o f point
counts (Low) than at the higher elevation sites further fi*om the corrals (Middle and High).
More female cowbirds were detected at Low points than at the High points, otherwise,
there were no significant differences in the number o f female cowbirds detected.
The mean number o f host and good host individuals detected at each group o f
point counts, as well as the mean number o f host and good host individuals detected are
summarized in Figure 14. The two sites closest to the corrals (Corrals and Low) had
more host individuals and more host species detected during the point counts than the two
sites farthest fi*om the corrals (Middle and High). There were very few significant
differences between any points and the number o f good host individuals or good host
species. Since there was no variation in good quality hosts for cowbirds to choose
between, it was not possible to determine if cowbirds are capable o f selecting areas with
more good quality hosts
The three lower riparian areas (Corrals, Low, and Middle) had significantly more
female cowbirds and total cowbirds detected than did the aspen point counts. However,
the only difference in host species detected between the riparian and aspen areas was that
the Aspen area had more host species and more good host species than the Middle area.
Significantly more cowbirds were detected on all the riparian areas than on the
grassland point counts (which detected zero cowbirds). More female cowbirds were
detected on the lower three riparian points (Corrals, Low, and Middle) than on the
grassland plots, and the number o f female cowbirds detected on the furthest riparian point
was not statistically different fi'om zero. There were more hosts detected on the Corrals,
Low, and Aspen points than the Grassland points, but there was no difference between the
number o f hosts detected on Grassland points compared to the two higher elevation
riparian areas, where significantly more cowbirds were detected.
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D IS C U S S IO N

F em ale C ow bird E gg-L aying A reas

Cowbirds were first observed at the study site on May 9, and were laying eggs by
at least May 23, so in a period o f two weeks females established nest-searching ranges and
located suitable nests to parasitize.
The size o f a female cowbird's egg laying range was highly variable. Previous
studies in the east have found that they average fi'om 4.5 - 20.4 ha (Darley 1983, Dufty
1982, Gates and Evans 1998, Hahn et al. 1999, Raim 2000, Teather and Robertson 1985).
Recent studies in Missouri and Illinois have found much larger egg-laying areas, averaging
300-400 ha (Thompson and Dijak 2000). The only other study site that calculated range
areas in the west found females had an egg-laying range averaging 68 ha (Rothstein et al.
1984). This study found that female cowbirds in Montana had considerably larger egglaying areas, averaging 159 ha. Many regional differences have been found in cowbird
behavior, so it is not surprising that in western landscapes cowbirds can have larger egglaying ranges. Western landscapes are naturally more fi^agmented, and cowbirds may have
to search a wider area to find suitable areas with hosts to parasitize. These differences
could also be an artifact o f improved methods o f tracking cowbirds. One early study with
the smallest egg-laying range estimates marked birds and followed them visually, which
undoubtedly underestimated the ranges o f these highly mobile birds (Darley 1983). More
recent studies, including this one, have used stronger and longer lasting radio transmitters
that have enabled researchers to find birds that may be wandering far fi-om their known
territories and even out o f the immediate study site.
Female cowbirds preferred riparian areas for their egg-laying areas. O f the ten
females closely monitored in this study, eight females used riparian areas. One female
used aspen stands exclusively, and a second female used both aspen and riparian. No
females, marked or unmarked, were ever observed Using grassland sites for any activity
other than feeding with livestock. A total o f thirteen females caught in the corral traps
were fitted with transmitters and remained in the area long enough to get some egg laying
locations. Ten o f the thirteen were located in riparian areas, the other three had a mixture
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o f riparian and aspen stand locations (Fig. 5). This shows that despite the fact that there
were aspen stands as close or closer than riparian areas chosen by these females, they still
preferred the riparian areas. This seems surprising, given the large number o f females seen
in the riparian area and the competition that females must have had with each other for the
hosts in the riparian area while similar densities o f the same hosts were available in the
aspen stands.
There was a great amount o f variation in egg-laying areas just within this study,
with sizes ranging from 8.5 ha to 632 ha. Habitat type and overlap with female cowbirds
may explain part o f this. The female with the smallest egg-laying range (#32) used a small
aspen patch for her egg-laying area. Point counts in aspen stands detected the same or
greater number o f host species and individuals than in riparian point counts. Thus, females
using an aspen stand had access to at least as many potential host nests as cowbirds laying
eggs in the riparian area. No other female was found in female 32’s egg-laying area while
trapping or locating her, so she potentially had no competition for host nests, and needed
to search a smaller area. The aspen patch was small and discrete, and the female would
have had to fly over grassland to access any additional riparian or aspen area. In general,
there were significantly fewer cowbirds located in aspen patches, despite the abundance o f
host species and virtually identical distances as the riparian areas from food sources.
However, the two females (#42, #191) with the next smallest egg-laying areas (17 and 65
ha) had egg-laying areas in the lower elevation riparian area near the corrals. Their egglaying areas overlapped with each other and at least two other transmittered females.
The female with the largest egg-laying range (#152) used a valley bottom
crisscrossed with small meandering creeks lined with very small wiUows and other bushes.
This area was grazed throughout the study, and the vegetation was short enough that it
probably could not support much nesting activity except in the small “riparian” area and
fencerows. There was one other transmittered female who also used this area in the
morning for her nest searching area, but she had too few points to determine an egg-laying
area. Many other cowbirds were observed feeding with the cows in female 152’s area,
and they may have been other females searching for nests as well. Female 152 was also
located several times during the morning in riparian areas in an adjacent drainage where
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she did not appear to be feeding. The three females (#112, #142, #162) with the next
largest egg-laying areas (133-235 ha) were located around the corrals where they
overlapped with each other and three other transmittered females. These two examples
illustrate that an interaction o f the number o f hosts available and their density as well as
the number o f other female cowbirds using overlapping areas may influence the size o f
egg-laying areas.
In this study, females with the smallest egg-laying ranges seemed to be those in
habitats wdth the highest host density (aspen stands or lower elevation riparian) and/or
fewer other observed female cowbirds. Females with the largest egg-laying ranges had
more marginalized host habitat (hedgerows and narrow riparian areas) or multiple known
female cowbirds.
Even though cattle moved during the breeding season and females did alter or add
additional feeding areas, there was no evidence o f egg-laying areas shifting due to cattle
movement. Although there is some evidence that female cowbirds may enlarge their
territories during a breeding season (Raim 2000), cowbirds in this study remained in the
same area throughout the season without a significant change in the size or shape o f their
egg-laying area.

F em ale C ow bird F eeding A reas

As a general rule, female cowbirds fed with livestock near their egg-laying area.
Eighty-one percent o f trips to feed were less than 2 km away fi'om their egg-laying area,
and these distances are consistent with other research across N orth America (Rothstein et
al. 1984, Thompson 1994, Thompson and Dijak 2000). The longest recorded commute to
feed was over 8 km, a little farther than the typical maximum distance o f 7 km (Rothstein
et al. 1984). Recent studies have detected even further commuting by cowbirds in the
west o f 10-15 km (Curson et al. 2000). It seems that the scale to which cowbird research
projects must examine grows larger as we learn more about these versatile birds.
The cowbirds in this study area fed with livestock or areas with recent livestock
activity, which is consistent with other western studies (Goguen and Mathews 1999).
Cowbirds do feed at other anthropomorphicaUy altered sites such as bird feeders, mowed
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lawns, g o lf courses and highway berms (Mayfield 1965, Rothstein et al. 1980,1984).
However, this study site and many other western landscapes lack these alternative feeding
locations, and livestock are often the main attraction for feeding cowbirds. The
importance o f cattle for feeding in the west is supported by a study that found when cattle
were moved, cowbirds stopped feeding in those pastures and feed with other herds o f
cows even through it meant traveling 1-2 kilometers farther fi-om their egg-laying areas
(Goguen and Mathews 1999).
Although many researchers have questioned how cowbirds choose their egg-laying
areas, much less mention has been made about how cowbirds choose their feeding areas.
Observations made during this study suggest that cowbirds were not always choosing the
closest location to their egg-laying area, which would seem to be advantageous since they
are often making several trips a day between the two areas. I noted that cowbirds were
usually seen feeding with cows that were actively feeding and walking around.
Periodically herds o f cows lie down and chew their cud, and rarely were cowbirds found
feeding with them while they were doing this. Cowbirds may have multiple feeding areas
because they leave a feeding area when fewer insects are being disturbed by sedentary
livestock, and find a more active herd.

T im e split betw een feeding and egg-laying areas

While cowbirds in Montana exhibit the same general temporal split between egglaying and feeding activities found across North America, it was not always as clear-cut as
other studies suggest. Individual females varied in the amount o f time that they spent in
their egg-laying and feeding areas during morning and afternoon hours. Instead o f
spending all o f their mornings in egg-laying areas, individual females were located in
feeding areas at up to 64% o f their locations before 11 AM. When all female locations
were combined, the majority o f locations during each hour before 11 AM were o f females
in their egg-laying areas. But even between 6-7 AM, 39% o f locations were o f females
feeding, so there is significant variation fi-om the generalization even early in the morning.
This variation was also evident in locations after 11 AM. When aU females were
combined, over 50 percent o f locations during any hour after 11 AM were o f feeding
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cowbirds. However, the proportion o f time spent feeding for individual females ranged
from 0% to 100% o f locations. There was less variation in the middle afternoon hours
between 13:00 and 20:00, when 80% or more locations were o f females feeding. After
20:00 there were fewer feeding locations and more females were located back in their egglaying areas, where females may have been returning to roost.
Females spent more time feeding as the breeding season progressed, both in the
morning and afternoon. Presumably there were fewer host nests to find later in the season
and while it might have taken more time to find each nest, females were not increasing the
amount o f time they spent looking for them. Females may have been feeding more in
preparation for migration, or because additional nest searching was not being productive.
Cowbirds were also monitored traveling back and forth between their egg-laying
and feeding areas several times during the morning hours. Because o f this, researchers
should not assume a behavior based on the time o f day, and care must be taken when
assigning locations to an egg-laying area or feeding area. Future research should be
careful to define what activities females are doing when located, and why the division o f
these locations is important. I f cowbirds are maintaining separate feeding and egg-laying
areas, dividing their activities by time could include both locations, blurring the division
and resulting in a total home range instead o f different activity areas.

C ow bird R oostin g A reas

It appears from this study that female cowbirds generally roost in their egg-laying
area or near permanent feeding areas, and that they wül roost in more than one location.
Cowbirds have been observed sharing a large communal roost {>1000 birds) during the
breeding season in Montana (E. Greene, pers. com.) although no birds in this study area
were found roosting together. Why some cowbirds roost together has not been
determined yet. It seems to be most advantageous for female cowbirds to roost in their
egg-laying range, since they often fly before dawn to search for nests and lay eggs. With
adequate places for roosting, females in this study usually roosted within their egg-laying
area.
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C ow birds Detected along R iparian A reas and Relation to Host Species and C attle
I f cowbirds choose egg-laying areas based on the proximity to cattle and females
do not move their egg-laying area during the breeding season, then there should be more
cowbirds detected closer to locations where cattle were present early in the breeding
season. The four riparian areas where point counts were recorded were arranged linearly
along Dupuyer Creek. All cattle in May were located in the corrals, adjacent to the
northeast set o f point counts. There was a trend for cowbird numbers to decrease at
points farther from the corrals; however, the difference was only significant between the
center two groups. There was no significant trend in the number o f female cowbirds
detected with increasing distance from the corrals.
Cowbirds may be choosing egg-laying areas based on available hosts, in which
case it would be expected to find more cowbirds where there are more hosts. I compared
the number o f general hosts (all birds detected on the point counts that are species known
to have raised cowbirds) and the number o f good hosts (birds that commonly raise
cowbirds to independence, and who tend to be heavily parasitized). For both groups I
compared the total number o f species (richness) and the total number o f birds (potential
hosts). There was no significant difference between the good hosts at the different sites.
There was a significant difference in the number o f general host species between the center
two point count groups. This agrees with the difference in the number o f cowbirds
detected, but it is not a strong trend. Host choice does not explain why so few cowbirds
used aspen stands. Aspen babitat had the same or greater numbers o f hosts available, but
had significantly fewer cowbirds. Other research in the west found that host density was
good predictor for parasitism across several habitat types, including riparian (Tewksbuiy
et al. 1998). I only found a slight trend for hosts to predict cowbirds within the riparian
habitat.
A third explanation o f cowbird distribution is that cowbirds are so plentiful that
they have saturated the available egg-laying habitat. Thus, the entire marginal habitat
(marginal as far a hosts available or location to food sites) as well as the preferred habitat
has been filled, obscuring any cowbird preference. The landscape scale o f this study could
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have been too small to detect decreasing cowbird numbers because all areas o f the study
site had adequate hosts and proximity to livestock.
A fourth possibility is that many o f the females were returning to sites that had
good feeding and host nests the year before. Female cowbirds can exhibit high site fidelity
between years (Smith and Arcese 1994, Raim 2000). This suggests an interesting study
that would experimentally remove either feeding or nesting resources and see if marked
females return to the same location in following years.
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CO N CLU SIO N S
As predicted in the model by Greene et al. ( 1999), cowbirds were present and
abundant throughout the riparian areas in my study site along the eastern front o f the
Rocky Mountains. Even though there were no cattle on the National Forest Service land
until late summer, cowbirds were detected at point counts as far up into the riparian areas
as was searched. This reinforces the need to leam more about the behaviors and habits o f
cowbirds in Montana.
Female cowbirds at this site showed considerable variation in the temporal division
o f feeding and egg-laying activities, which could impact monitoring for management and
research. A popular method o f detecting cowbirds in a study is to conduct point counts or
surveys in the morning to determine presence or relative abundance o f cowbirds. With
cowbirds spending a considerable part o f their mornings absent from their egg-laying area,
these counts could easily underestimate cowbird presence. There are also other behavioral
considerations that could be problematic in detecting cowbirds on a point count, which
will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Although this study found no evidence that female cowbirds were choosing their
egg-laying areas based on livestock location, this may be due to the scale o f the study.
Cowbirds on this study site were highly mobile and were able to find feeding areas close
enough to commute. Other studies in the west have had difificulty answering their
research questions because cowbird movement often exceeds the boundaries o f a study
site (Goguen and Mathews 1999). The ranch used for this study was too small to
determine if cowbirds could be restricted from host’s nests by limiting access to cows,
because cows from adjacent ranches were close enough for the study birds to use. At this
site, I can definitively say cowbirds are not limited to egg laying areas because o f access to
cattle. However, it is still possible that increasing the distance between cattle and a
nesting area could limit cowbird parasitism at that site. To answer this question, a larger
research project is needed over a larger area, preferably with experimental control o f cattle
movement.
The fact that the scale o f cowbird movement is broader than studies conducted so
far leads to the question o f how feasible a cowbird management project based on
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manipulating livestock would be. Such a large management project would need the
cooperation o f many landowners. One place that this type of management would be
possible is on the public lands o f the west. Concentrating cattle away from a few select
host breeding areas during the beginning o f the nesting season could allow hosts to
successfully hatch their first brood with limited cowbird exposure. Cattle could then be
allowed to graze near these nesting areas later in the season, when their cowbird
companions are too late to parasitize the majority o f host nests.
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Table 1. List o f all potential host and good host species for Brown-headed
Cowbirds detected on point counts at the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
Ranch, (derived from Friedman and Kiff 1985).

Good Hosts

All Potential Hosts

A m erican G oldfinch
A m erican R obin
B am Sw allow
B lack-capped C hickadee
B rew er’s B lackbird
C edar W axw ing
C hipping Sparrow
C lay-colored Sparrow
C om m on Y ellow throat
D ark-eyed Junco
D usky F lycatcher
E astern K ingbird
E m pidonax F L ycatcher
E uropean Starling
E vening G rosbeak
G ray C atbird
H ouse W ren
L ark Sparrow
L azuli B unting
L east F lycatcher
M acG illivray’s W arbler
M ourning D ove
N orthern W aterthrush
O range-crow ned W arbler
Pine Siskin
R ed-breasted N uthatch
R ed-eyed V ireo
R ed-w inged B lackbird

R ock W ren
R uby-crow ned K inglet
Savannah Sparrow
Solitary V ireo
Song Sparrow
Spotted T ow hee
S w ainson’s Thrush
T ennessee W arbler
Tree Sw allow
V eery
V esper Sparrow
W arbling V ireo
W estern M eadow lark
W estern T anager
W estern W ood Peew ee
W hite-breasted N uthatch
W hite-crow ned Sparrow
W ilso n ’s W arbler
Y ellow W arbler
Y ellow -rum ped W arbler
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(E xcludes rejecters, n o n 
open cup nesters, and
birds th at do not feed
insects to young)_______
B rew er’s B lackbird
C hipping Sparrow
C lay-colored Sparrow
C om m on Y ellow throat
D ark-eyed Junco
D usky F lycatcher
E m pidonax F lycatcher
L azuli B unting
L east F lycatcher
M acG illivray’s W arbler
N orthern W aterthrush
O range-crow ned W arbler
R ed-eyed V ireo
R ed-w inged B lackbird
S olitaiy V ireo
Song Sparrow
Spotted T ow hee
S w ainson’s T hrush
V eery
V esper Sparrow
W arbling V ireo
Y ellow W arbler
Y ellow -rum ped W arbler

Table 2. Percent o f locations females were
All
Female #32
Females
% locations
% locations
Time
feeding
feeding
0%
501-600
(n=6)
39%
601-700
(n=31)
67%
27%
701-800
(n=74)
(n=6)
0%
801-900
16%
(n=64)
(n=5)
50%
36%
901-1000
(n=64)
(n=8)
46%
80%
1001-1100
(n=52)
(n=5)
67%
100%
1101-1200
(n=43)
(n=4)
78%
100%
1201-1300
(n=37)
(n=7)
1301-1400
91%
100%
(n=22)
(n=2)
86%
1401-1500
(n=22)
1501-1600
93%
100%
(n=44)
(n=2)
94%
1601-1700
100%
(n=36)
(n=4)
1701-1800
96%
100%
(n=26)
(n=4)
1801-1900
79%
100%
(n=53)
(n=4)
95%
1901-2000
100%
(n=22)
(n=l)
2001-2100
57%
(n=14)
2101-2200
64%
100%
(n = ll)
(n=l)

feeding during one hour time jeriods throughout the day (n=total number o f locations during time period)
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female #42
Female #62
Female #72
Female
Female
#172
#191
#162
#152
#142
#112
% locations
% locations
% locations
% locations % locations
% locations
% locations
% locations % locations
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
feeding
0%
0%
0%
(n=l)
(n=2)
(n=3)
0%
43%
0%
100%
29%
67%
0%
0%
50%
(n=7)
(n=2)
(n=3)
(n=3)
(n=l)
(n=4)
(n=7) _
(n=3)
(n=l)
29%
23%
0%
50%
38%
0%
17%
0%
50%
(n=7)
(n=13)
(n=8)
(n=2)
(n=13)
(n=6)
(n=6)
Cn=5)_.
(n = ^
0%
33%
0%
22%
17%
50%
10%
40%
13%
(n=2)
(n=4)
(n=6)
(n=9)
(n=6)
(n=9)
(n=8)
(n=10)
(n=5)
20%
25%
0%
33%
29%
33%
29%
36%
86%
(n=4)
(n=7)
(n = ll)
(n=3)
(n=7)
(n=10)
(n=4)
(n=7)
(n=3)
50%
40%
86%
67%
33%
25%
17%
33%
33%
(n=4)
(n=4)
(n=5)
(n-7)
(n=6)
(n=3)
. (n=6)
(n=6)
(n=6)
0%
83%
100%
50%
100%
100%
43%
50%
25%
(n=6)
(n=2)
(n=5)
(n=7)
(n=3)
(n=4)
. (n=3)
(n=4)
_ (n=5)
40%
100%
100%
75%
80%
75%
100%
75%
0%
(n=l)
(n=5)
(n=5)
(n=5)
(n=4)
(n=l)
. (n=4)
(n=4)
(n=l)
100%
100%
100%
75%
100%
100%
80%
(n=3)
(n=2)
(n=l)
(n=4)
(n=2)
(n=3)
(n=5)
33%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
67%
(n=3)
(n=4)
(n=2)
(n=3)
(n=4)
(n=2)
(n=l)
(n=3)
100%
100%
100%
86%
78%
100%
100%
100%
100%
,(n=4)
(n=4)
(n=7)
(n=9)
(n=3)
(n=3)
(n=l)
(n=9)
(n=2)
33%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
(n=3)
(n=7)
(n=6)
(n=3)
(n=6)
(n=3)
(n=!)
(n=2)
(n=l)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
100%
(n=2)
(n=5)
(n=3)
(n=3)
(n-2)
(n=l)
(n=2)
(n=3)
(n=l)
40%
89%
100%
80%
100%
67%
100%
83%
100%
(n=10)
(n=^)
(n=4)
(n=5)
(n=5)
(n=6)
(n=l)
(n=6)
(n=3)
100%
100%
100%
80%
100%
100%
(n=l)
(n=4)
(n=3)
(n=5)
(n=4)
(n=4)
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%
(n=l)
(n=3)
(n=2)
(n=2)
(n=2)
(n=2)
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
50%
0%
(n=l)
(n=l)
(n=4)
(n=l)
_ (n=l)
(n=2)
__ (n=2)

Figure 1. GIS habitat model for potential Lazuli Bunting breeding habitat in Montana. All colored areas are
potential bunting breeding areas, and the color depicts the risk of co-occurring with Brown-headed
Cowbirds. Inset box in west-central part of state is shown in more detail in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Detail of inset area shown in Figure 1 along the Rocky Mountain front. This area has similar topography
and predictions as the study site. Potential risk levels of Brown-headed Cowbirds coexisting with Lazuli
Buntings are shown in relation to topographic relief.
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Figure 3. Topographie map of study site. Cattle were located in corrals at the northeast edge of the ranch at the
beginning of the breeding season. The cows were then moved southwest towards the mountains over
the course of the summer.

Figure 4. Egg-laying areas of females with at least 40 telemetry locations. For each range, the outer border is the
95% kernel, while the inner lines define the 50% and 75% kernels.
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Figure 5. Egg-laying locations of all female cowbirds trapped at the corrals and fitted with a transmitter. Most
females were located in riparian areas, and showed considerable movement. The farthest location fi'om
the corral traps is almost 7 km away.
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Figure 6. Telemetry locations of female #62. Her egg-laying area is yellow, with the outer border defining the
95% kernel. The triangles are individual egg-laying locations, and the different time periods signify one
of four time periods during the breeding season. The circles are feeding locations, and stars are roosting
locations. Egg-laying locations remained stable over time, while feeding locations changed during the
breeding season.
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Figure 7. Telemetry locations for female #42. She fed almost exclusively at the corrals, even though there were
cows just northwest of her egg-laying area.
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Figure 8. Feeding locations of all females fitted with transmitters. They are clumped around herds of cows
and are not as close to riparian areas as egg-laying locations are.
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Figure 9. Distance traveled by female cowbirds between feeding and egg-laying areas. Mean distance is 1.4 km.
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Figure 10. Feeding locations of female #62. Her egg-laying area is yellow. Her feeding locations have been split
into 4 time periods. During the first time period (green) she only fed in the corrals with cattle. During
the second and third periods (red and purple) she fed with cows near her egg-laying area as well as the
corrals. During the last period (blue) she fed in previous locations as well as with a new group of cows
that moved into an area downstream from her egg-laying area.
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Figure 11. Percent o f female locations per day before 11 AM that are feeding,
(percentage data transformed by arcsine)
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Figure 12. Percent o f female locations per day after 11 AM that are feeding,
(percentage data transformed by arcsine)
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P oin t C ounts and C hatter Call Playbacks are not equally effective in
detecting B row n-headed C ow birds

Jennifer Jolivette Lair

A BSTRA CT

The Brown-headed Cowbird {Molothrus ater) is a brood parasite that is a special
management concern for many species o f songbirds. Currently, two methods are used for
monitoring cowbird populations - point counts and playback o f female cowbird chatter
calls. The use o f point counts in the study o f cowbirds may be problematic because
unlike many songbirds, cowbirds often do not have small, well-defined breeding
territories. In addition, cowbirds may not vocalize even when they are present, especially
when females are actively searching for nests. It is not known if the results o f these two
census techniques are comparable. This study compared the effectiveness o f point count
and playback methods for monitoring cowbirds. A five-minute playback o f a female
cowbird chatter call detected more locations with cowbirds than a 5-minute point count.
A ten-minute point count detected approximately the same number o f locations with
cowbirds as the 5-minute playback. There was no difference in the number o f cowbirds
detected by the ten-minute point count and the 5-minute playback, but both methods
detected more cowbirds than the 5-minute point count. Even when point counts and
playbacks detected similar numbers o f cowbirds, they did not detect cowbirds at all the
same points. This difference could be due to mobile cowbirds moving in and out o f the
area or that the two methods detect cowbirds exhibiting different behaviors. Results fi'om
this study recommend using point counts and playbacks together to detect cowbirds.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N

In recent years, monitoring Brown-headed Cowbirds {Molothrus ater) has become
increasingly important among both researchers and managers. The recent expansion o f
cowbird distribution and their ability to thrive in human altered habitats has increased the
effect o f their nest parasitism. Cowbirds parasitize the nests o f over 220 species, very
few o f which have developed any defense (Friedmann and Kiff 1985). This nest
parasitism reduces individual host nest success, and could have population wide effects
(Robinson et al. 1995).
Even though cowbirds can be abundant and are found in easily accessible areas,
they can be a difScult species to study. Cowbirds have large home ranges relative to
other small passerines and are very mobde, commuting up to 12 kilometers between sites
in a day (Goguen and Mathews 1998). Cowbirds lay their eggs in so many nests o f
different host species that it makes making nest monitoring very difficult. In addition,
females can be extremely inconspicuous and secretive on egg-laying areas (Raim 2000).
Cowbird social structure is very flexible, and varies considerably across the country
(Robinson et al. 1995). Although much effort has been devoted to the study o f cowbirds
and their unique life-history attributes and behaviors, many gaps stUl exist in our
knowledge.
Cowbirds abundance varies across the country, and across habitats within an area
(Peteijohn et al. 2000, Wiedenfeld 2000). Knowing cowbird abundance is important,
since abundance has been linked to parasitism rates (Hoover and Brittingham 1993, but
see Robinson et al. 2000). Therefore, in order to understand the potential impact o f
cowbird populations, managers and researchers need to assess the number o f cowbirds
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locally. Managers need to reliably estimate cowbird abundance in order to understand
the effectiveness o f their management techniques.
A very common way to assess cowbird numbers is to use point counts. In a
recent symposium on cowbirds, 14 o f 33 papers that assessed cowbird numbers used
some form o f point counts (Studies in Avian Biology 18, 1999). Collecting point counts
can be relatively easy, and requires less time and effort than other methods that estimate
numbers or determine presence o f an organism. But point counts may not be a good
method to determine cowbird numbers or presence given the cowbird’s ability to move
much further than a point count can detect within their large home ranges. Cowbird
behaviors also make them difiBcult candidates for point counts, since they do not
generally sing to defend territories and often are very cryptic when searching for host
nests.
Playbacks o f female chatter calls are also used to detect cowbirds (Coker &
Capen 1995). Though not as commonly used, it seems to be a promising method, given
the fact that both male and females cowbirds respond to playback o f a female chatter call
(Yokel 1989, Miles and Buehler 2000). Both sexes o f cowbirds respond vocally to calls
from other cowbirds, whether it is to investigate a potential mate or to drive away a
competitor. There does not seem to be any regional variation o f female chatter calls, so a
researcher does not have to worry about a lack o f response due to a non-regional
recording (Rothstein et al. 2000).
Point counts or playbacks can be used to monitor cowbirds in two different ways.
They can be used to determine the presence or absence o f cowbirds in an area, or they
can be used to compare relative numbers o f cowbirds between different areas or over
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time. Given the importance o f estimating cowbird numbers, it is important to know if
different census methods are comparable. The purpose o f this study was to examine the
effectiveness o f point counts and playbacks in detecting cowbirds and estimating their
abundance.
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M ETHODS

S tu d y A rea

Point counts and female cowbird chatter calls were used to assess cowbird
abundance at three locations in central and western Montana during the 1998 and 1999
songbird breeding seasons. Point counts and playbacks were conducted along riparian
areas, where cowbirds often parasitize host nests. All three study sites had grazing on
some o f their area.
During 1998, point counts and playbacks were conducted at the Charles M.
Russell National Wildlife Refuge (CMR) and the Pine Butte Swamp Preserve (PB).
Points at the CMR were located in riparian areas along the Missouri River and one o f its
tributaries. Rock Creek. The riparian areas were composed o f mainly Black Cottonwood
{Populus trichocarpd) and willows {Salix spp.), and varied fi-om very wide, decadent
cottonwood dominated areas to narrow, low willows. At Pine Butte, points were located
along small creeks dominated by willows (Salix spp.).
Observations were made at the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch (TRMR)
during both 1998 (TRMR98) and 1999 (TRMR99). All points were located along
riparian areas, which were dominated by cottonwood (Populus trichocarpd) and/or
various willows (Salix spp.).

P oin t C ou nt M eth od s

Point counts were 50 meter, fixed-radius points (Vemer 1985). Point counts were
spaced 400 meters apart fi'om each other in 1998 and were at least 200 meters apart in
1999. Point counts were located as close to the center o f the riparian area as possible.
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Some points were located at the edge o f the riparian area where the width o f the riparian
vegetation was less than 25 meters or the threat o f grizzly bears was great. Point counts
lasted ten minutes, and were broken down into 0-5 and 5-10 minute intervals so that they
could be analyzed separately. For birds that could be observed, age, sex and behavior
were recorded. Any birds disturbed within the 50 m radius as I approached the point
count site were included. Point counts occurred between dawn and 10:30 AM. All point
counts were made during the breeding and egg-laying season o f cowbirds, and fell
between May 24 and June 20.

Playback M ethods
Immediately following each ten-minute point count, a recording o f a female
cowbird chatter call was played for five minutes, and any cowbirds detected within 50
meters were recorded. The age, sex, behavior, and response to the playback was
recorded.

D ata A nalysis
I expected that if cowbirds were present, they would be detected by both point
counts and playbacks, so each point would either detect birds with both methods, or
detect zero birds with either method (Table 1). Any difference between the two methods
would be seen if cowbirds were only detected by one method at a site, and the total
number o f points with cowbirds detected would be greater for one method.
A total o f 148 points fi-om different years (1998 and 1999) and different study
sites (CMR, PB, TRMR) were compared using a G-test for homogeneity (Sokal and
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Rohlf 1981). For most comparisons, there was no difference in response over time or
space, and the results were combined from the different study sites. Comparisons where
the data could not be pooled together are noted.
The number o f cowbirds detected per point was approximately normally
distributed. The average number detected for each method was compared with a t-test.
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RESULTS
Do point counts and playbacks differ in their ability to detect cowbirds?
The results for the comparison between the numbers o f points cowbirds were
detected at a five-minute point count versus a five-minute playback are in Table 2.
Cowbirds were detected (by either one or both methods) at 97 o f 148 points (66%). O f
the 97 points known to have cowbirds present, the five-minute point count detected
cowbirds at 63 points (65%), and the playback detected cowbirds at 78 points (80%).
Only 44 (45%) o f the points that detected cowbirds were detected by both methods.
When comparing the ten-minute point count to the five-minute playback,
cowbirds were detected at 100 o f 148 points (68%) (Table 3). O f the 100 points known
to have cowbirds, the ten-minute point count detected 78 o f 100 (78%), while the fiveminute point count also detected birds at 78 points o f 100 (78%). Even though both
methods detected cowbirds present at the same total number o f points, they did not both
detect cowbirds at the same individual points. Only 56 (56%) o f the points where
cowbirds were detected were identified by both methods.

D o point cou n ts and playbacks differ in their ab ility to detect fem ale cow birds?

Since the presence or absence o f female cowbirds is often most important for
determining parasitism, I compared female cowbirds detections during a five minute
point count or a five minute playback session. For this comparison, my results fi-om
different locations were not homogeneous thus the data could not be combined among
sites. Looking at each o f the four sites individually, two groups (CMR and PB) detected
more females during the playback while the two years at the TRM R (TRMR98 and
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TRMR99) detected more females during the point counts. These differences could be an
artifact o f the small number o f females detected, since females were only detected at 28%
o f the points using both methods.
When comparing female detection during the ten-minute point count to a fiveminute playback, all four groups could be combined (Table 4). Females were detected at
48 o f 148 points (32%), with point counts detecting 26 o f 48 (54%) and playbacks
detecting 29 o f 48 (60%). O f the points where female cowbirds were detected, only 7
(15%) were detected by both methods.

D o poin t cou n ts and playbacks differ in the num ber o f cow birds they detect?

While some studies only seek to determine if cowbirds are present or absent fi^om
an area, often an index o f cowbird population size is useful. I compared the number o f
cowbirds detected by both the five and ten-minute point counts to the five-minute
playbacks to see which method detected the greatest number o f birds.
The five-minute point count detected an average o f 0,824 cowbirds per point,
while the ten-minute point count detected 1.243 cowbirds per point. The five-minute
playback detected an intermediate amount o f 1.196 cowbirds per point. The five-minute
playback detected significantly more cowbirds per point than the five-minute point count
(P < .05), but the difference between the playback and the 10-minute point count was not
statistically significant.
The five-minute point count only detected 0.115 female cowbirds per point, while
the ten-minute point count and five-minute playback each detected 0.196 female
cowbirds per point. There were no significant differences between the numbers o f female
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cowbirds detected between these methods (P > .05). Most o f the time only zero or one
female cowbirds were detected at a site, but in a few instance there were two female
cowbirds detected.

Is it m ore elTeetive to use ten -m in ute point counts or a com bination o f five m inutes
o f each techn iqu e?

Since most research projects face time, financial, and logistic constraints, it would
be useful to know which method detected the most cowbirds in the least amount o f time.
I compared the number o f cowbirds detected during a ten-minute point count to the
number detected during a ten-minute count consisting o f a five-minute point count and a
five-minute playback. To achieve this latter comparison, the results fi-om the first five
minutes o f the point count were combined with the five-minute playback, ignoring any
cowbirds detected during the second five minutes o f the point count.
When looking at all cowbirds detected by a ten-minute point count compared to
ten minutes split between a five-minute point count and a five-minute playback, cowbirds
were detected at 100 points (68%) (Table 5). Cowbirds were detected at 78 o f 100 points
(78%) for the ten-minute point count. Using a combination o f five-minute point counts
and five minutes o f playback, cowbirds were detected at 97 o f 100 points (97%). There
were 75 points that detected cowbirds with both methods.
The same comparison could be made with female cowbirds. Female cowbirds
were detected at 48 out o f 148 points (32%) either with a ten-minute point count or a
combination o f five minutes o f point count followed by five minutes o f playback (Table
6). The ten-minute point count detected female cowbirds at 26 o f the 48 points (54%),
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while the combination o f point count and playback detected females at 41 o f 48 points
(85%). Nineteen locations (40%) detected female cowbirds with both methods.

Do longer playbacks detect m ore cow birds?
Since I did not conduct ten-minute playbacks, I cannot con^>are its success at
detecting cowbirds to ten-minute point counts. However, I believe that if a cowbird has
remained unresponsive to a playback after five minutes, it is unlikely that an additional
few minutes o f chatter playback will cause it to react. In that case, an additional five
minutes o f playback would just be locating new birds that move into the area during the
second five minutes. For a few points I did extend the chatter call beyond five minutes
because I had seen a cowbird just before starting the playback, but had failed to get a
response during the five-minute playback. In all o f these cases, the additional minutes o f
playback did not yield cowbird detections.
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D IS C U S S IO N

Why are there differences between the number of cowbirds detected during point
counts and playbacks?
Overall, a five-minute playback o f a female chatter call detected more cowbirds
than a five-minute point count, and the same number as a ten-minute point count. An
immediate conclusion could be that playbacks are more effective at detecting cowbirds
than point counts, since a five-minute playback detected them at 1.24 times more sites
than a five-minute point count. This would concur with the results o f Rothstein et al.
(2000) who found that that playbacks increased cowbird detections by about 1.6 times
over point counts alone. But Miles and Buehler (2000) found that point counts and
playbacks detected cowbirds at a nearly equal number o f points. However, even though a
five-minute playback and a ten-minute point count detected birds at the same number o f
points, they did not detect cowbirds at all the same points. Only 56% o f the points that
observed cowbirds o f either sex were detected by both methods. The other 44% o f the
points were only detected by one method. This difference is even more extreme when
looking at female cowbirds. Only 15% o f females were detected with both methods, with
the other 85% detected fi-om only one method or the other.
The results fi-om Miles and Buehler (2000) were similar. They found that 20 % o f
points that detected female cowbirds were detected by both methods, while 80% o f the
points were detected by only one method. For all cowbirds, they found that
approximately 40% o f points were detected by both methods, while 60% o f points were
detected only by a single method. Miles and Buehler felt that the reason so rtlany
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cowbirds were only detected by one method was that the mobile cowbirds were coming
and going from their site over the course o f the point count and playback, and were only
present during one o f the methods (Miles and Buehler 2000).
Cowbirds are highly mobile, and do travel to and from their morning egg-laying
areas frequently (pers. obser.. Chapter 1). From start to finish. Miles and Buehlers’ count
lasted 30 minutes, with only the first and last ten minutes contributing to their
comparison o f a ten-minute point count to a ten-minute playback. My counts lasted 15
minutes, leaving cowbirds only half the amount o f time to arrive to or leave from the site
during the count. Therefore, I would expect more cowbirds that were detected by one
method to also be detected by the other method in my study than compared to Miles and
Buehler (2000) since there was less time for movement to occur. For all cowbirds,
detection by both methods increased from 40% in Miles and Buehler’s results to 55% in
this study. However, female detections by both methods actually decreased, from 20% in
the previous study compared to only 15% in this study. While these are only two studies
in different environments (Eastern mixed forest versus Western riparian), the comparison
does not support cowbird mobility as the only explanation for the detection differences
between the two methods.
There is anecdotal evidence from this study that differences in detection could be
based on behavioral differences. On several occasions, cowbirds were seen during a
point count right before the start o f the playback, often while I was beginning the tape,
but disappeared when the chatter playback began and were not counted. On other
occasions, no cowbirds were detected during a point count, but soon after the chatter
playback began a female emerged from a nearby shrub and began chattering in response
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to the tape. In these instances it is clear that cowbirds were not detected by both methods
because o f individual differences in behavioral response o f the cowbirds, and not because
o f mobility in and out o f the site. The chances o f detecting a cowbird can be greater by
combining both methods if the cowbird is exhibiting behaviors that make them less likely
to be detected by one o f the methods. For example, a female cowbird that is lurking in
the bushes looking for a host nest might be missed by a point count, but may be drawn
out by a chatter call playback.

D ifferences in th e behaviors o f birds detected by the tw o m ethods

Although many cowbirds studies have used one o f these two methods for
determining cowbird presence or numbers, not much discussion has gone into the
different behaviors these two techniques may be measuring. It is interesting that even
though a ten-minute point count and a five-minute playback yielded the same number o f
points with cowbirds present, both methods did not necessarily detect birds at the same
points.
There could be several reasons why cowbirds are detected by only one method or
the other. This can be broken down to different behaviors detected by the two methods,
summarized in Table 7.
1. A cowbird was detected at both the point count and the playback
The cowbird remains in the researcher’s vicinity for the entire point count and
playback (at least ten minutes), and is moving around conspicuously or is vocal.
The cowbird responds to a female chatter call either because it is territorial, or is
attracted to a potential mate.
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2. No cowbirds were detected during either the point count or the playback.
There are no cowbirds in the vicinity o f the researcher, or there are cowbirds in
the area that may be nest searching and are remaining quiet and are unresponsive
to the playback because they are not territorial, are outside o f their territory, or are
not seeking a mate.
3. No cowbirds were detected during the point count, but at least one was detected during
the playback.
The cowbirds are moving secretly and quietly while nest searching and are not
detected during the point count. However, they respond to the female chatter,
perhaps in defense o f their egg-laying area or as a potential mate. Alternatively,
there are no cowbirds initially during the point count, but they move into the area
when the chatter call is played and are recorded by the researcher.
4. A t least one cowbird was detected during the point count, but none was detected
during the playback,
Cowbirds are moving around and/or vocal enough to be detected for the point
count, but then are unresponsive or flee fi*om the chatter call, or they have simply
left the area in the meantime.

A point count is going to detect birds that are fairly active or vocal. This is not
necessarily a good way to detect female cowbirds that are searching for hosts nest. These
females may be remaining quiet and hidden as they watch hosts return to their nests, a
behavior noted by researchers (Raim 2000, Rothstein et al. 2000). Playbacks are flushing
out and attracting birds that are territorial, or will attract males who are looking for
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females to mate with. However, playbacks will not draw strong responses from nonterritorial birds, and territoriality seems to vary across North America (Dufty 1982b,
Rothstein et al. 1984, Teather and Robertson 1985). Response to playback can also vary
by the density o f cowbirds in the area. Cowbirds are less likely to respond to chatter calls
if they are with other cowbirds (Dufty 1982a, Rothstein et al. 2000), so in areas o f high
cowbird density playbacks may be less effective.
Points where cowbirds were detected by only one o f the two techniques could
show error in the technique that didn’t detect any cowbirds. While one technique proved
that cowbirds were present inside the 50 m radius, the other technique used alone would
have not detected any cowbirds and resulted in a false negative. There is still potential
for additional hidden error at the points where cowbirds were not detected by either
method. In these cases birds could be missed during the point counts and are not
responsive to a strange female chatter, either because they are not territorial, or are in
another bird’s territory. In addition, female cowbirds have been shown to travel to distant
feeding areas during the morning hours, and may not be present in their egg-laying area
(Chapter 1).
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C O N C L U S IO N

Since point counts and playbacks seem to be detecting different birds, I suggest
that a combination o f both techniques be used to estimate cowbird presence and
abundance. A ten-minute point count was determined to detect adequate cowbirds while
rninimizing effort (Miles and Buehler 2000), and I would suggest splitting the ten
minutes into a five-minute point count immediately followed by a five-minute playback.
There is little extra effort to do this, and the researcher can then employ the benefits o f
both methods and the possible differences in behavior that each detects to maximize the
number o f cowbirds detected.
Since cowbird numbers and behaviors vaiy geographically, results from different
studies may not be generalizable even with a standardized protocol using both point
counts and playbacks. To understand how individual cowbird behavior influences their
detectability, studies using cowbirds fitted with telemetry transmitters could conduct
point counts and playbacks in the home ranges o f marked birds. Since the location o f the
bird can be established without seeing it, a researcher could determine if cowbirds are not
being detected by one or both method, or if they are merely absent from the area.
I present a final caution when using either point counts or playbacks to determine
cowbird presence or numbers. Both methods rely on the assumption that cowbirds
occupying the area being studied are within range to be detected by the observer, or are
within hearing range o f a chatter call playback. These assumptions are usually thought to
be met by the fact that researchers observe female cowbirds and their male entourage
spend the early morning hours in the female’s egg laying area, searching out potential
hosts’ nests. A telemetry study conducted in one o f the study areas (TRMR99) found that
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female cowbirds frequently fly between their egg laying areas and their feeding areas (in
this case, short grassland with cows) during morning hours. As an example, one female
was located 28 times during the morning (dawn to 11AM) over the course o f her egglaying season. O f these locations, 36% were in her egg-laying area, a stand o f aspen and
rose bushes, and 64% were spent feeding with cows, at a location about 1.5 kilometers
away. A cowbird could be well out o f earshot from the playback and beyond the range o f
detection for the point count. This was an extreme example, but the ten female cowbirds
in this study spent an average o f 25% o f their morning ‘‘egg-laying” hours feeding with
cattle. Female cowbirds may be moving around far more than expected during the
morning hours. This adds another point o f hidden error since cowbirds may have
established breeding areas in the study site being surveyed, but may not be present to be
counted. Repeated visits to the site are the only way to detect these absent cowbirds.
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Table 1. Expected Results o f Detection o f Cowbirds if Both Methods are Equally Likely
to Detect Cowbirds

Point Count

N

Y

# o f points
with
cowbirds

0 points

N

0 points

# o f points
without
cowbirds

Playback
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Table 2. Comparison o f AU Cowbirds Detected by a Five-minute Point Count and a
Five-minute Playback
Five-minute Point Count

Y

N

44

34

(30%)

(23%)

19

51

(13%)

(34%)

Five-minute Playback

N

N=148
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Table 3. Comparison o f AU Cowbirds Detected by a Ten-minute Point Count versus a
Five-minute Playback
Ten-minute Point Count

Y

(38%)

22
(15%)

22
(15%)

(32%)

56

Five-minute Playback

N

N

48

N=148
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Table 4, Comparison o f Female Cowbirds Detected by a Ten-minute Point Count versus
a Five-minute Playback
Ten-minute Point Count

Y

N

7
(5%)

22
(15%)

19

100

(13%)

(67%)

Five-minute Playback

N

N=148
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Table 5. Comparison o f AU Cowbirds Detected by a Ten-minute Point Count versus a
Five-minute Point Count and Five-minute Playback Combined.

Ten-minute Point Count

Y

N

75
(51%)

22
(15%)

3
(2%)

48
(32%)

Five-minute Point Count
And a Five-minute
Playback Combined
N

N=148
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Table 6. Comparison o f Female Cowbirds Detected by a Ten-minute Point Count versus
a Five-minute Point Count and Five-minute Playback Combined.

Ten-minute Point Count

Y

N

19

22
(15%)

(13%)
Five-minute Point Count
And a Five-minute
Playback Combined
N

7
(5%)

100
(67%)
N=148
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Table 7. Possible Cowbird Behaviors Detected by Different Detection Methods

Point Count

N

Y

Active and Vocal,
Responds to
female intruder

“Invisible” but
responds to female
intruder

Playback
* point count error

N
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Active bird that
either left the area
or not responsive

No cowbirds
present or
“Invisible” and not
responsive

* playback error

*hidden error for
both methods

